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Alright, so this is basically going to be everything I have to say about shipping, kk? Kk. Soo yeah if you
want you can listen to me babel, if not bye! ^_^
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1 - The Basics a.k.a. Ships I support

Okay, okay, I know this is the completely unoriginal, but this needs to be covered! :D *lmao*

Yay!!!!!!!!!!!!! :D This is my online sister's ship, course I support it! Dis my sister or her ship and I will be
forced to cause you bodily harm. o_O

Yami and Isis
Serenity and Duke
Mai and Joey
Mokuba and Mina ((That's not me and Mokuba, my sister named Mina because she thought it was
funny. Oh and Mina is the same age as Mokuba.))
Marik and Yami Bakura

((Wow this is almost all Yu-Gi-Oh, onto Furuba!))

Kyo and Tohru((Hahaha I know it's obvious but I like it. Oh and everyone I have not finished the series I
am up to book 16 so please do not spoil anything.))
Hiro and Kisa
Isuzu and Haru ((A.k.a. Badass shipping, nah just kidding I don't name my ships.))

Okay everybody that is pretty much it, bye bye!



2 - It's not that big a deal

Okay so an absolute TON of people are tripping out about other people pairing their OCs with the same
character that their OC is paired up with. I have one thing to say to you people: WTF!? Seriously why
does this matter????? I mean I rarely pair my OCs with a cannon character from a TV
show/Book/Movie, so I honestly don't get pairing your characters up with the cannon characters in the
first place, let alone making a GINORMO (Yes I know that isn't a word but this is my story, so shush.)
deal about! Kk? Kk. So just chiiiiiill. Oh ja I want to call out to my online sister WhatevaYaoiGal:
HIIIIIIII!!!!! LoL 'Kay. So now I shall dedicate the following lyrics to y'all who are making a huge deal out
of your OCs:

Don't want to be an American idiot.
Don't want a nation under the new media
And can you hear the sound of hysteria?
The subliminal mind frack America.

Welcome to a new kind of tension.
All across the alien nation.
Where everything isn't meant to be okay.
Television dreams of tomorrow.
We're not the ones who're meant to follow.
For that's enough to argue.

Well maybe I'm the prick America.
I'm not a part of a redneck agenda.
Now everybody do the propaganda.
And sing along to the age of paranoia.

Welcome to a new kind of tension.
All across the alien nation.
Where everything isn't meant to be okay.
Television dreams of tomorrow.
We're not the ones who're meant to follow.
For that's enough to argue.

Don't want to be an American idiot.
One nation controlled by the media.
Information age of hysteria.
It's calling out to idiot America.

Welcome to a new kind of tension.
All across the alien nation.
Where everything isn't meant to be okay.



Television dreams of tomorrow.
We're not the ones who're meant to follow.
For that's enough to argue.

Oh and random cuteness: 

Tee-hee! Peace out!
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